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1. Project Background;

2. The surveys;

3. The academic literature;

4. The next steps.



Project Background
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Decision to discontinue 
the amortization  of 

goodwill in FRS

1. Difficulties in assessing useful 
life of goodwill;

2. Amortization expense is said to 
be unused by some investors

CONTENTIOUS ISSUE

To be addressed in PIR



Project Background
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• EFRAG and OIC decided to contribute to the PIR of IFRS 3 starting a

project in 2013 on the issue of goodwill impairment.

• ASBJ decided to give its support to the project after the presentation

of the project at the IFASS H1 2012 meeting.

• A first step of the project was to conduct a survey among interested

parties.



The surveys
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• Two surveys were launched. One international from EFRAG and OIC, another

from ASBJ involving interested parties in Japan.

• The results of the two surveys were illustrated at the IFASS H2 2012 meeting

• A feedback statement on the survey conducted by OIC and EFRAG is being

published. ASBJ is also working on its feedback statement.

• EFRAG User Panel was also consulted. Its tentative view was that, while

impairment losses arise too late, impairment may have an information content,

especially in a stewardship perspective.

• The two surveys conducted have shown that although different views exist on

some points the decision to discontinue the amortization of goodwill is still a

contentious issue.



The academic literature
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• The team is also conducting an analysis of the current literature.

• Many different studies address the accounting treatment of goodwill.

There is no unanimous position: some criticize the amortization

approach, others do so for the impairment-only approach.

• Some raised concerns about the belated recognition of goodwill and

the relationship between the impairment of goodwill and the

earnings management.



Next step
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• Considering that there are different views on the issue, the working

group decided to extend the project beyond a survey.

• It was decided to perform an analysis of alternative accounting

treatment for the goodwill:

a) improvement of the existing rules of the impairment test;

b) reintroducing the amortization of goodwill in addition to the

impairment test;

c) improving the disclosure currently required by the IAS 36 (see

ESMA report).



Questions to IFASS members
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• Do you agree with the next step of the project?

• Do you have any suggestion on the different approaches to be

investigated? Would you add other options (e.g. immediate write-off of

goodwill)?

• Would you like join in this project ?
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION


